ROMANS 5:12-21
SOME EXPOSITORY THOUGHTS
by L. E. Maxwell
Having concluded the chain of immediate benefits of our justification
from past "offenses" (4:25-5:11), the apostle continues (5:12) the same
unbroken train of thought, viz., our complete justification. Until this point
Paul has been dealing with sins, i.e., our manifest transgressions as they are
expressed in human life, but in the rest of this chapter (in fact, through
chapters 6 and 7) he deals with sin, "sin original" from which all expressions
proceed. Paul is now going deeper to show ho completely Christ has met and
dealt with humanity's entire case, not merely with the problem of our sins, but
with or root sin, showing the disease and its remedy. In the passage before us
he goes back to man's first "offense" and shows us the results of that sin to
us in Adam and now in us the offspring or race. We acted in Adam. Now
Adam acts in us. There in that first act he finds the procuring cause of the
death of all mankind. Having led us as believers to glorious assurance of our
full reconciliation and exultation in the God of our salvation, the apostle says
"wherefore," or "on this account." This indicates that there is a connection
with, and continuation of, the theme in hand; and that we have been made
ready to understand the fuller sweep of our reconciliation-about
to be dealt
with.
How gracious, as well as all-wise, are the ways of God with men! He
first shows us the universal need of Christ (1:18-3:20). Then he reveals His
own provided righteousness in Christ to meet that need, a gracious provision
to be received by faith (3:31-31). Chapter 4 contains blessed Old Testament
illustrations of this righteousness by faith. In 5: 1-11 we have a whole cluster
of blessed and immediate benefits of justification from past sins. But not until
God has told us of justification of hope, of peace, of "joy in God" -in short,
of our full reconciliation to the God of all our salvation-does
He turn our
attention to our link with Adam.

Verse 12: "By one man (Adam) sin entered into the world."

the
work "sin" (not "sins") refers not to our transgressions, not to the practices or
habit of sin. This word refers first to the sin of Adam, sin that is now
attaching to the whole human family and revealing itself in our hereditary
corruption, and of course in consequence in every outbreaking form of actual
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sin. Throughout this passage sin is represented as a tyrant that exercises
universal dominion over the human race.

"Sin entered into the world," i.e., the connection with Adam spread
death to the whole of humanity as ruinous and destructive power.

"Death by sin, even so death passed upon all men." Here sin and
death are connected as cause and effect. Death entered the world by means
of sin. And the language of this whole section indicates that death, physical
and spiritual, came as the penalty of sin (6:23). Without sin there would not
have been death, neither spiritual, nor physical. Yet, "by the trespass of the
one many died" spiritually (so vs. 15), and as a consequence, physically.
"Death by sin" embraces, therefore, all physical and moral evil, as "the penal
consequence of son. " We believe that it is an evident strain on the passage to
say that "death by sin" has only a natural and not a moral connection with
sm.
"So death passed unto all men." The word "so" referring back to the
fact stated in the previous clause fixes the ground of the universal extension
of death; not in our individual sins since birth, but in the racial sin introduced
by the head of the race. "Death passed" or passed through. It was the
"passing through" of sin and its penalty unto all men from the first
transgressor.
Death in vs. 12 is clearly physical (as is evident from vs. 14), but that it
is also spiritual and eternal is emphasized in the immediate context (See vss.
15, 18, 21). the death physical of vss. 12 and 14 is but the expression and
sign of the deeper spiritual death of the soul, for, be it noted again, "through
the trespass of the one the many died" (vs. 15). It should also be observed
that death spiritual and physical here stand together, just as the two opposites,
"life and immortality," are connected in our redemption (ITTim. 1:10).

"For that all sinned." Most all theologians point out that the "have
sinned" of the authorized version fails to indicate that the sinning (here
mentioned) refers to a past historical fact and act (in Adam). The reference
can be only to the past event of Adam's trial and fall which was at the same
time the fall of the human race who were then in the loins of Adam. The
phrase, "for that all sinned," conveys the thought that through our organic
unity with Adam we acted and (according to the tense of the verse) were

involved in that original act. Verses 15-19 are but an expansion of this fact
where five times over that one original act, and that only, accounts for the
whole of the penal consequences which have befallen the race.
If one wonders how we could participate in Adam's act, the reference
to Levi in Heb. 7:9, 10 should help us. Could Levi pay tithes while as yet in
the loins of Abraham? As descendants of the patriarch the Levites were
included in their ancient ancestor so far that his acts had vital relation to them.
So our text declares that all living individuals as sons of Adam were so in the
loins of Adam that his act was theirs-they acted in him and with him.
Whereas it might seem unrighteous of God to set down Adam's
offspring as sinners, the case for God is cleared by Paul's statement that we
are held as sinners properly because we "sinned," sinned in Adam-the race
still being in Adam's loins, we sinning in our Head.
Certainly, prima facie, this passage accounts (as no theory does) for the
observable facts of human life and death, and reveals to us how sin did enter
and pervade and poison the race, both as to liability and as to the penal
consequences.
It seems to us that in Rom. 5:12-21 Paul is no less plain than he is in
Eph. 2:3 where he charges his own Jewish race as those "by nature the
children of wrath even as others." By nature we are "without God" and to be
"without God is penal." All this agrees with the Scripture that "in Adam all
die" (I Cor. 15:22). How did death pass unto all men? And the answer: "For
that all sinned" when "through one man sin entered into the world."
Unforced sense sees in these Scriptures Adam's sin, and ours in an d with
him, to be the cause and ground of the depravity, guilt and condemnation of
all Adam's posterity. All this becomes evident in vss. 15-19, simply because
Adam and his posterity are so one as an organic unity that Adam's sin, and
ours in him (vs. 12), is the sin of the race.
This Scripture goes far beyond the notion that God merely regards or
treats us as sinners, but that He declares that in Adam's one offense "many
we made (constituted, i.e., set down as, or held to be) sinners" (vs. 19). God
does indeed regard us as sinners (we repeat), for the simple reason "that all
sinned." The cause and ground of the death that has "passed unto all men" is
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the simple sequence and consequence of our organic unity in Adam and
because "all sinned" in Adam's "one offense."
Verses 13 and 14. These verses support and explain vs. 12. They
reveal that men died from Adam to Moses, not on account of actual conscious
transgressions, but because of their having "sinned" in Adam. The argument
is that sin was in the world as evidenced by the fact that "death reined from
Adam to Moses" -for instance, over the thousands of infants and imbeciles
who died, multitudes of them in the flood-" even over them that had not
sinned after the similitude of Adam's transgression" -over men who had not
broken any specific statute, written or unwritten. Since sin is the penalty of
some broken law, and since these people had no formal command (and the
law of conscience does not apply here) it follows (such is the argument) that
they in Adam broke that first law-they sinned in Adam as already declared
in the phrase "for that all sinned." This argument is thoroughly reinforced
and expanded in vss. 15-9.
We think it will not do to try to say here that vss. 12-14 refer only to
physical tendency, or to evil only, but not to sin or guilt. It is neither
scriptural nor safe to make any "evil" or non-conformity to the divine will a
morally indifferent thing. We read (Luke 1:35) that the Christ child was truly
conformed to the law of God by being "that holy thing." If we declar~and
how well we know it! -that infants as soon s they are born go forth speaking
lies, it would be difficult to day what sort of known law such an infant had
broken by deliberate choice We believe that Paul here accounts for this sinful
natural evil in the depravity which is simply the abiding "infection of nature"
-in us all by birth. When Paul says, "for that all sinned" he can refer only to
what happened in that far off past event when through the organic unity of the
race we, humanity in toto, "sinned" in Adam. If we insist that the offspring of
Adam have no moral connection with Adam's sin, how can we satisfy the
natural sense of this Scripture, or account for the millions of infants and idiots
who die without having come to any moral consciousness? (Scholars of
every school of theology believe that infants who die in infancy, though not
innocent so as to need no Saviour, are saved through Christ's atonement.)
Our Scripture accounts for the fatal consequences of things as they actually
are in our fallen world, and traces the manifest historical effects back to their
root cause, i.e., to their fountain head through or organic unity with our first
father.

Even John Wesley wisely modified his Arminianism sufficiently to
accept the self-evident sense of Rom. 5:12:
"Sin entered into the world" -actual sin and its consequence, a
sinful nature. "And death" -with all its attendants ... "all sinned"-in
Adam. These words assign the reason why death came upon "aU
men," infants themselves not excepted, "in that aU sinned."
Verses 15-19. Having already touched upon these verses as simply

expanding in detail the basic truth laid down in vs. 2, we need but show how
the atoning work of grace of the second Adam far outreaches the work of sin
of the first Adam. Whereas Adam's sin is the act of Adam and his posterity
together-"the one" and "the many" -with the result that the imputation to
us is just and merited; the work of the last Adam (Christ's obedience unto
death) results in the imputation of unmerited grace, a favor more than
sufficient to outreach the multiplied offenses, i.e., the original "offense"
automatically multiplied through the posterity.

,

,

"The one" and "the many" "the One" and "the all "relate in each case
to bane or blessing. To "the many" as the sons of Adam came judgment,
condemnation and the reign of death. Through "the one," the last Adam,
there is generated and made available to "the all" the "much more" overflow
of grace and life eternal, a fullness conditioned and limited, of course, to as
many as "receive abundance of grace and of the gift of righteousness." All
such will experience not only the cancellation of, and emancipation from, all
sin's penal consequences, but "shall reign in life by One, Jesus Christ." (vs.
17)

In brief comprehension of our passage the following sentence fairly,
summarizes, first the consequences of Adam's sin, and then the "much more"
of Christ's atonement for original sin:

Adam's Sin and its Results

Christ's Work and its Results

"As by one man~~(Adamvs. 12)~ "through the offense of
one~~(vs. 15); "by one man~s [one
act of] disobedience" (vs. 19); (in
transgressing God~s commandment
in Eden) "sin entered into the
world~~(vs. 12) (infecting the entire
human race)~ "for that all have
sinned~~(vs. 12) (in that parental
act as a federal act of sin and been)
"made [constituted] sinners" (vs.
19) (in nature and spiritually)
"dead" (vs. 15) (without life in
Christ) "and so death [both
spiritual and physical] passed upon
all men~~ (vs. 17) (as the )
''judgment... upon all men to
condemnation" (vs. 18).

"Even so (vs. 18) by one
man (vs. 15) Jesus ChrisC (the
second Adam or federal Headvss. 14~15) "by one righteousness"
(vs. 18) (of obedience in dYing
under the penalty of the sin of the
worl~ thereby removing the
judgment upon all men to
condemnation) "the free gift came
upon all men unto justification of
life~~(vs. 18)~ (so that) "by the
obedience of (this) one shall" (vs.
19) (as many as) "receive
abundance of grace and of the gift
of righteousness~~ (vs. 17) "be
made righteous" Gustified) (vs. 19)
(and) "reign in life by one~ Jesus
Chrisf~ (vs. 17)~ (as partakers of
His risen nature), (that) "even so
might
grace
reign
through
righteousness unto eternal life by
Jesus Christ our Lord" (vs. 21).

The following comments by Prof. David Gracey are helpful
considerations of this passage:
In verse 12 there is a comprehensive statement, the particulars
included in which are explained in the following verses of the chapter.
The statement is-by means of one man sin comes into the world; by
means of sin comes death; and then, as from the root, death spreads to
every branch of the human family. The explanation is given in the
double bearing of Adam~s s~ the natural and the legal. The Apostle
first shows the natural, or moral working of sin. In vs. 12 he expresses
this by the phrase, "by means of one man;" but~in vs. 15~he uses the
narrower and more definite term, "the transgression of one man. ~~
Thence death spreads to all. In vs. 16, the legal bearing of sin is
brought to view, that is~ the action which God as Judge takes with
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regard to it. Judgment is pronounced on the occasion of the one man,
which in result is condemnation. Further definition limits the reason of
condemnation to the one transgression. On the one hand, the natural
effects proceed from the one man, and from his one offense; on the
other, the legal consequences ensue in an exactly similar manner from
the one man, and from the one transgressions. The legal follows the
natural, and is dependent upon it. There is not first the legal, and then
the natural; but there is first the natural, and afterwards the legal. The
two are kept distinct; but they both in parallel lines help forward the
Apostle's argument to its sum and conclusion in verse 19: "By one
man's disobedience many were made sinners."
In this one
expression "were made," i.e., constituted sinners, we have both trains
of consequences untied, the natural and the legal. If we ask how they
are united, the vital phrase in vs. 12 supplies the answer, "inasmuch as
all sinned ..."
"A due consideration of the three-fold nature of that bond of
union, -the natural, the federal and the legal, helps us to justify more
clearly the ways of God in dealing with man in this matter. The truth it
conveys runs thus: I could not be a man without this union with Adam;
I could not share his fallen nature without incurring the legal relations
and responsibilities with which it is encumbered."
-Sin and the Unfolding of Salvation, pp.
113,115
To some our unavoidable unity with Adam appears like a pall of
darkness, darkness without light, as though humanity was consigned to a
curse without a cure. The ruin, though actual and factual, is not without
remedy. Christ confronts every man with the cure. The effects of the
atonement far outreach the fall. The "much more" of the remedy is at hand.
As Ramsey puts it: "Romans 5 is God's hallelujah chorus, which man has
turned into a funeral dirge... let us beware of magnifyingthe shadow of Adam
until it blots out the light of the Wodd." While we have enlarged upon "the
shadow of Adam" we must keep in mind that the theme here is not the sin of
Adam, but the work of Christ; not the abounding sin of the first Adam, but the
super-abounding grace of the last Adam. Adam is but the illustration; Christ
is the theme.

If we are still inclined to find fault with the arrangement of Adam's
probation and ours in him, well, it comes down to this: A complaint against
our very existence. We can do no better than quote the words of Jonathan
Edwards:
First, "that it is reasonable to suppose, that Adam was as likely,
on account of his capacity and natural talent, to persevere in his
obedience, as his posterity (taking one with another) if they had all
been put on the trial simply for themselves." And, secondly, "there
was a greater tendency to a happy issue, in such an appointment, than
if every one had been appointed to stand for himself; especially on two
accounts:
1. That Adam had stronger motives to watchfulness than his
posterity would have had; in that, not only his own eternal welfare lay
at stake, but also that of all his posterity.
2. Adam was in a state of complete manhood, when his trial
began. It was a constitution very agreeable to the goodness of God,
considering the state of mankind, which was to be propagated in the
way of generation, that their first father should be appointed to stand
for all. For by reason of the manner of their coming into existence in a
state of infancy, and then coming so gradually to mature state, and so
remaining for a great while in a state of childhood and comparative
imperfection; after they were become moral agents, they would be less
fit to stand for themselves than their first father to stand for them."
"If any man notwithstanding these things shall say, that for his
own part, if the affair had been proposed to him, he should have chosen
to have had his eternal interest trusted in his own hands: it is sufficient
to answer that no man's vain opinion of himself, as more fit to be
trusted than others, alters the true nature and tendency of things, as
they demonstrably are in themselves."
For the sake of some who fret that we are foredoomed as a race
through our inborn depravity with a resultant "total inability" for which we
cannot be held responsible we want to reason further within (not outside) the
Scriptures. We must declare at once that the very spirit of the complaint
against "inability" indicates that the "I can't" is of a deeper dye, containing as
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it does an "I won'f' for which the complainer is responsible. The Scripture
before us declares that we sinned in Adam and that Adam now sins in us. As
sons of Adam we are, of course, "totally unable" to save ourselves. In fact,
until we admit our inability we cannot be saved. But that we are nevertheless
responsible is evident for "God commandeth all men everYWhereto repent."
Does it jar natural reason to say that both sides of the truth (salvation all of
grace, yet full human responsibility) are equally true?
Permit me to repeat and expand the already familiar instance of the
man with the withered hand. His physical disability illustrates man's moral
helplessness and inability. The Saviour nevertheless commanded the man to
do the impossible. If it is impossible to the man, does it not sound
unreasonable and, therefore, wrong? Did not the poor man have a justifiable
complaint? To natural reason the command of Christ appears to be mocking
the man's impotence. Can I then not grant the man ground to complain
because action is demanded just where he is totally unable? Never! My
mouth is stopped, my reasoning crossed out. The man has not a thread of an
excuse. His plea of inability is a contradiction of Christ, a contradiction of
His Person, His presence, His power.
Yet this man's case and cure are a clear parable of my personal moral
condition and the process of my salvation. The Saviour confronts me and, in
the face of my conscious inability and impotence, commands me to act, to
begin in some moral act of repentance or of faith,-some action where my
impotence and His power meet and I am saved-and I am saved by grace
alone.
For the man with the withered hand to plead disability might seem
reasonable, but it would have been condemnable. His "cannot," so
experimentally factual and read, cannot be denied, yet it is a "cannoC that
contains a ''will nof' at the heart. His case illustrates full human
responsibility to God, even in the face of depraved moral inability.
If any man is still inclined to a feeling of complaint against the phrase,
"made (or constituted) sinners by the disobedience of the one'" we might do
well to ponder the fact that I cannot remember the time when for my
sinfulness I did not feel responsible. As a rule children do not reproach
themselves for the miseries which a fathee s sins have brought upon them.
They may blame the parent and pity themselves, but they do not reproach
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themselves in heart. But this is not the case with our own inward corruption
which honesty compels us to admit is ours, actually and properly ours--our
own fault. "It is our crime, as well as our shame" and we fell this because
we know we are responsible. But let me quote from Bishop Moule regarding
Romans 5:17:
"It is the Scripture expression, and in some guarded sense the
Scripture explanation, of a consciousness deep as the awakened soul of
man; that I, a member of this homogeneous race, made in God's image,
not only have sinned, but have been a sinful being from my first
personal beginning; and that I ought not to be so, and ought never to
have been so. It is my calamity, but it is also my accusation. This I
cannot explain; but this I know. And to know this, with a knowledge
that is not merely speculative but moral, is to be shut up unto Christ, in
a self-despair which can go nowhere else then to Him for acceptance,
for peace, for holiness, for power."
While our subject, as well as space, forbids our entering into the
doctrine of "Total depravity," we may profitably observe that sin in us all lies
deeper than our first conscious acts or deeds. The law (Lev. 5) had an
offering for the "sins of ignorance." Concerning sleeping sin Paul cried,
"Sin revived and I died." And what shall we say of Job who, though a
"perfect and upright man" in outward life and action, finally came to "abhor
himself' and "repent in dust and ashes?" When Isaiah saw himself in the
white light of the Holy One he could only cry, "Woe is me." We believe that
every true penitent's view of himself finds in Romans 5 (and similar
passages) the basic cause in "the sin that dwelleth" in us all by nature. The
study of depravity is so thoroughly dwelt upon by A. H. Strong and others
that we forbear further treatment.
Should anyone still prefer to leave the plain sense of Rom. 5:12-21,
through the felt necessity of defending the justice of God, we aver he will
flounder in depths too deep for our poor human ken. We repeat that any
departure from the simple unstrained satisfying conformity to this Scripture
will lead one into a vicious circle only (in the end) to do God a worse
injustice.
We believe that to try to "make the distinction between natural and
moral ability is of no value." If (contrary to Rom. 5:12) I say that with
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Adam's sin I have no moral connection and , therefore, try to disclaim all
actual responsibility-that I am responsible only for my actual known sins
subsequent to reaching the age of accountability in response to my biased evil
(though not sinful) nature-then I am put on a probation of my own,
handicapped in manifold ways (by vicious tendency, by inexperienced
infancy, by moral imperfection, by evil example, by a cursed sinful world of
environment), handicapped so as to be for more doomed (or foredoomed) to
fall than ever Adam was. How can such a separate probation of each soul,
''when it first comes to moral consciousness and is least qualified to decide
aright," be regarded as a defense of the justice of God? Does not such a
theory rather far more impugn the character and wisdom of God? D. T.
Coleridge wisely said,
"It is an outrage to common sense to affirm that it is no evil [on
God's part] for men to be placed on their probation under such
circumstances that not one of ten thousand millions ever escapes sin
and condemnation to eternal death."
To presume upon our partial purity by birth is an amazing assumption
when not one of these many millions has proved his original purity, whether
partial or "Pelagian," by retaining it.
S. T. Coleridge further said,
"It is the fundamental article of Christianity that I am a fallen
creature... that an evil ground existed in my will, previously to any
given act, or assignable moment of time, in my consciousness; I am
born a child of wrath. This fearful mystery I pretend not to understand.
I cannot even conceive of the possibility of it; but I know that it is so...
and what is real must be possible." We might add that the honest
Christian, with a true insight into what he is by nature, and with the
Scriptures before him is brought to won and affirm this as a fact. I
must know that it is so-that I am myself a sinner. I was sinful before
I sinned. And in my inmost being I cannot but feel that this condition
is no mere misfortune; "it was implicit rebellion, real guilt. It was the
free attitude of my true personality. When it came to expression, that
expression was not due to a mastering fate, wrong while the victim self
was right, though weak. It was due to-myself." (Quoted by Moule)
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When Charles G. Finney was so gloriously converted and thrust into
the ministry he found a large segment of the church members among whom he
ministered entrenched beneath an extreme application of Calvinism wherein
they excused themselves of all responsibility to repent and turn to God. They
claimed an extreme "total inability" to move Godward, an inability traceable
(so they excused themselves) to their total depravity. Their self-excusing
pleas was that God must first move upon them with irresistible grace. In
seeking to expose these sinners to their wicked and rebellious hearts, and
make them admit their responsibility Finney was convinced that he had to
overthrow the doctrine of inborn and natural depravity. To these rebellious,
long-entrenched hypocrites, who hid behind the doctrine of "original sin,"
Finney granted this (that which seemed to him a) justifiable ground for their
"total inability." He felt that unless, and until, he threw out the doctrine of
total depravity he could not bring these rebels to repentance. That they
needed to be brought to their knees under a felt and awful sense of
responsibility we heartily consent, but that Finney needed to overthrow one
extreme by another we as heartily dissent.
An analogous case history comes to mind. When Martin Luther sought
to recover the blessed doctrine of justification by grace through faith, i.e., a
non-meritorious justification apart from the works, he felt-who can blame
him too much?-that his only recourse was to deny the epistle of James a
place in the Scripture canon. He called James "an epistle of straw."
However, most all reformers came to believe that Luther, in this instance,
sought to correct one extreme by adopting another. Such seems to be the
proverbial swing of the pendulum. Today we find ourselves in altered
circumstances. There seems to be no special need or occasion, or even an
excuse, for perpetuating either of these extremes, whether that of Luther or
that of Finney. That is, there is today no violent theological controversy that
might seem to justify a heated discussion or contention for either of these
swings of the pendulum.
It is sometimes argued that Evangelist Finney could not have been so
used of God had there been aught amiss in his theology. That is poor
reasoning. Let us never assume such a premise regarding any servant of God.
While it is indeed God's rule to use vessels "sanctified and meet for the
Master's use" it is not similarlyrequired that men be correct in every detail of
doctrine. When Whitefield and Wesley were both mightily used of God they
were considered poles apart in doctrine. And Luther was far more used of

God than was Finney, not because he canceled out James or carried over
several Romish tenets of the faith, but simply because he was sincerely clean
before God. Similarly Finney was mightily anointed of God for his day and
hour. Would that we had another such John the Baptist for our day!
Why is it that when a young theologically minded man takes up with
Finney's "Systematic Theology" he can become so animated in the flesh, if
not actually obsessed, so much so that this theological book becomes to him
of almost equal authority with the Bible? Often men seem to be so stirred
that they would almost fight and die for Finney. (Does it not seem strange
that other theologians and expositors such as Moule, Hodge, Henry, Clarke,
and J.F.B., do no excite men to such animated and fleshly defenses of their
doctrines?) Now this phenomenon can be explained, we believe, on the
consideration that Finney's appeal (as a lawyer-theologian rather than an
expositor or Bible-theologian) is to the fine-spun natural reasoning of those
who, perhaps unknowingly, love to whet their wits and indulge their mental
dexterities on Finney's academic lawyer-like reasonings.
We repeat: The present obsessiveness among some today cannot find
the like situation or occasion which in Finney's day seemed to call forth his
emphasis and demand his extreme. Finney's Autobiography, Revival
Lectures and Lectures to Professing Christians, while verbose, are far more
profitable than his "Theology." It is our conviction that his semi-Pelagianism
is not productive of spiritual depth.
While we must always be careful of following any finalized theological
system or stereotyped terminology, we need also to exercise care lest we
throw over the accepted basic conclusions reached by some of the most holy
and best thinking theologians of all the ages. It will be of comfort to the
reader of this paper to realize that our observations of Rom. 5:12-21 are, in
general, the position of the Wesleyans, the Calvinists and the Reformed
Theologians-virtually aU Protestants.
That is of itself no small
consideration.
Shallow views of "the exceeding sinfulness of sin: lead to shallow
comprehensions of the great deeps of the atonement. Not dissimilarly an
inadequate understanding of our organic connection with the first Adam leads
invariably to a confused understanding of our mystic life-union with Christ.
That Mr. Finney, as an evangelist, did bring multitudes to their knees in a

genuine conversion experience no one would want to deny. However, it is
not common knowledge that Finney had his troubles in attempting to lead his
converts into victory over sin. This trouble can be traced to his virtual denial
of our organic union with Adam.
Since sin, according to his New School theory, consisted solely in
individual acts after man comes to moral consciousness, and does not spring
form "original sin," then it followed that regeneration needed only be
followed by individual determination and consecration to the will of God.
What need was there for the identification teaching of Romans 6 and 7 in
order to furnish the proper foundation for entrance into victory over sin?
Finney's insistence on an inadequate view of original sin, as laid down in
Rom. 5:12-21, rendered him unable successfully to lead his converts into
freedom from "the law of sin and death." The victory of Romans 6 and 7 can
be presented only through a true understanding of the foundation laid in Rom.
5:12-21. For, we declare again, that without a proper idea of the organic
unity of the race with Adam how can anyone present to his converts the vital
and organic union of the believer with the last Adam in death and
resurrection?
Was this the case? We shall let President Mahan (of Oberlin, we
believe), a close friend of Mr. Finney, speak of the evangelist's failure. We
should first say that President Mahan, a "Holiness" brother, arrived at only
half the root cause of Finney's failure. We seek to supply the other half and
point out the basic cause thereof. But first I quote from President Mahan:
"No individual, I believe, ever disciplined believers so severely,
and with such intense and tireless perseverance on that principle as my
brother Finney before he learned the way of the Lord more perfectly.
Appalled at the backslidings which followed his revivals, his most
earnest efforts were put forth to induce among believers
PERMANENCE in the Divine Life. In accomplishing this, he knew of
but one method-absolute and fixed renunciation of sin, consecration
to God, and purpose of obedience. Not a word about the faith that
receIves.
"During his pastorate in New York, for example, he held for
weeks in succession special meetings of his church for perfecting this
work, and never were a class of poor creatures carried through a
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severed discipline than were these. Years after, as their pastor
informed me, these believers said they had NEVER RECOVERED
FROM THE INTERNAL WEAKNESS AND EXHAUSTION
WHICH HAD RESULTED FROM THE TERRIBLE DISCIPLINE
THROUGH WHICH MR. FINNEY HAD CARRIED THEM, AND
THIS WAS ALL THE GOOD THAT RESULTED FROM HIS
EFFORTS.
"When he went to Oberlin, and entered upon the duties of his
professorship, he felt that God had given him a blessed opportunity to
realize in perfection his ideal of a ministry for the churches. He had
before him a mass of talented and promising theological students, who
had implicit confidence in the wisdom of their teacher, and with equal
sincerity would follow his instructions. he accordingly, for months in
succession, gathered together these students at stated seasons,
instructed them most carefully in regard to the nature of the
renunciation of sin, consecration to Christ, and purpose of obedience
required of them. Then under his teachings, and purposes of
obedience, with all the intensity and fixedness of resolve of which they
were capable. The result in every case was one and the same--NOT
THE NEW LIFE AND JOY AND PEACE AND POWER THAT
WAS EXPECTED, BUT GROANING BONDAGE UNDER THE
LAW OF SIN AND DEATH. At the commencement and during the
progress of each meeting, their confession and renunciations, their
solemn consecrations and vows of obedience were renewed, if
possible, with fuller determination than ever before. Each meeting,
however, was closed with the same dirge songs: 'Lord how we grovel
her below, Return, 0 holy Dove, return;' and as they went out, not
their songs of joy and gladness were heard, but their groans!"
You will note that Mahan thought that Finney's converts evidently
needed the second blessing, or what he would call "the baptism of the Holy
Ghost" cleansing the heart. We would prefer to trace Finney's inability to
teach Romans 6 and 7, i.e., deliverance from the power of sin, to the great
evangelist's failure to understand the believer's organic and vital union with
Christ in His death to sin. Furthermore, there was neither place nor need for
our true vital organic union with the last Adam for the simple reason that,
according to his theory, we had no vital organic union with the first Adam.
what need was there for understanding the second union when we had no true

union with the first? And what need had believers to be "dead indeed to sin,"
sin generic, sin Adamic, -"the sin that dwelleth in us" -when we were not
born depraved, not "born in sin and shapen in iniquity," not "by nature the
children of wrath?" What, we ask, could be the necessity of being killed to
"sin" (Rom. 6 and 7) through life union with the second Adam when we had
not by life union with Adam inherited that for which we needed to e "slain?"
All that Finney's converts required (we repeat) was regeneration to
offset their voluntary departure from God-then the consecration of Rom.
12:1,2. It was Regeneration accompanied by determination of consecration-what more was needed? This was Finney's procedure-in line with his
inadequate acceptance of Rom. 5:12-21. The truths of identification with
Christ were unnecessary for the converts-uncalled for, because they had had
no true indentification with Adam. Finney could conceive of no proper lifeunion of the believer with Christ in death to sin because of no proper lifeunion of the race with Adam in sin.
President Mahan saw his "brother Finney's" failure, but did not trace
through to locate the cause in the un-necessity of our death to sin in life-union
with Christ.
This paper is a poor attempt, amidst many pressures, to clarify some of
these engaging and perplexing questions. We trust we have not merely
"darkened counsel by words without knowledge." we feel unqualified to
write too authoritatively on matters beyond our depts. Nor can we lay claim
to originality. We "know (only) in part" and have scarcely "prophesied in
part." It would therefore be crude ignorance to be over-dogmatic.
We recall how Miss Miller and I got along so well so many years until
we came to see pretty well "eye to eye" on the over-disputed doctrine of
"Healing." Had we obeyed the impulses of immaturity and itches of fleshly
wisdom we would long before have separated over a divisive doctrine. But in
the mercy of God we "endeavored to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond
of peace ... till we (came) into the unity of the faith."
Some of us can fail to heed Paul's warning: "Foolish and unlearned
questions avoid, knowing that they do gender strifes." Bishop Moule
translates thus: "Foolish and unchastened inquiries decline, knowing that
they beget fightings." We should be so wisely self-controlled as to decline

"unchastened" or "undisciplined inquiries." As mere matters of thought we
may have an opinio~ but it is only unwisdom to ignore the limits of mental
inquiry into the divine secrets. Above all knowledge let us not be ignorant of
the frightful mysteries of sin, of the infinite depths of the divine holiness, of
the urgency of salvation, of pure passion for truth's application to our hearts.
We may be sure that the Holy Ghost will "blunt no intellectual faculty," while
he keeps us within the confines and covers of "that which is written."
Therein we shall develop a humility of wisdom which will "decline" the
alluring, but never satisfying and never sanctifying, "inquiry."
You and I should not aspire to be either keen theorists or even clever
theologians, but just simple messengers and faithful missionaries. It can be
alluring to us to want to be philosophical theologians rather than anointed
ambassadors. Let me, therefore, beseech my younger brethren to put the
personal knowledge of God ahead of any cleverness or correctness of
understanding, especially as it concerns disputed and mooted matters of
doctrinal difference. If our first concern is to know Him then we shall beware
of subtle "lusts of the mind" which may feed our vanity and starve our souls.
Long ago we left the baser and more lewd lusts of the flesh. We must not
now be found indulging the more cultured and soul-disturbing appetites of our
fallen reasons. Mind not high things but be content to move along with the
lowly. Such a procedure will prove to be heavenly wisdom indeed and
profitable unto all things.

